Your must-have
Office 365 toolbox
Cut administration costs,
get higher ROI
When you move to
Office 365, the
business-critical part
of your infrastructure
is outsourced from
the rest of your IT.
With additional
indicators to be
tracked, managing
the entire
infrastructure
becomes challenging.
You need to ensure
that your resources
are being optimized,
that your Cloud
environment is
secure, and that
you're delivering
optimal service to the
business lines to
guarantee end-user
satisfaction.

To help administrators shift to Office 365, we offer powerful Office
365 management tools including enterprise-class administration,
advanced usage reporting, simplified security audit, and
end-to-end performance monitoring.

Provide Usage
Reports & ROI
Calculation
Services

Streamline User
& License
Administration
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Ensure
End-User
Performance
& Satisfaction

Simplify
Auditing &
Minimize
Risks

End-to-End Performance
Monitoring
GSX Gizmo provides true end-to-end Office
365 monitoring to guarantee end-user service
performance.

► Deploy in minutes - totally agentless;
► No PowerShell skills required;
► Monitor every part of the infrastructure between
the users and the Office 365 services;

►
►

End-user monitoring from multiple critical locations;
Monitor and report on full cloud or hybrid
infrastructures;

►

Proactive alerting and troubleshooting to ensure
end-user satisfaction;

►

Easily extend monitoring capabilities to track and
troubleshoot all components that might impact
applications performance including network, identity
management, security, database, load balancer,
and operating system.

Advanced Usage
Reporting
GSX 365 Usage enables you to provide
on-demand reporting, as well as end-user
adoption and ROI calculation services.

► SaaS designed product;
► No PowerShell skills required - user friendly
interface;

► Over 90 customizable reports;
► Save money by identifying unused licenses
and analyze how your Office 365 services
are being used;

► Identify trends and measure user adoption
of your cloud services;

► Easily monitor compliance with organizational
policies and identify security risks.
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User and License
Administration
GSX 365 Enterprise Management
provides all-in-one enterprise class
administration.

► Multitenant and SaaS designed product;
► No PowerShell skills required — user friendly
interface that automates every possible
action;

► Drastically reduce your Office 365
administration costs;

► Track and audit every change in order to
prevent and fix manual errors;

► Delegate actions and processes to your
team;

► Manage pure cloud as well as hybrid

configuration from the same interface.

Simplified Security
Audit
GSX 365 Security Audit simplifies the auditing
of Office 365 and allows for fast security
incident responses to minimize risks.

► SaaS designed product;
► Save time when investigating an incident with rich
visualizations and event timelines;

► Access to a year of tracking records by default;
► Control your data integrity with granular security
settings & permissions management;

► Proactively detect suspicious user activities to

identify external attacks on your environment,
such as user credential leaks.
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